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use of a vidicon camera tube, situations are often en- 

3,287,496 countered where the light intensity pattern in the field 
DXGFFAL TICLEVPSIION CAMEM CO of view varies widely. This is particularly true where 

SYSTEM the vidicon camera tube is utilized in interplanetay mis- 
James E. Webb, Adminiskatoa of ifhe Nstiog.ia1 Aero- 5 sions to televise cclestial objects. Essentially. viclicon 

nautics and Space Adaaminis&stion, with respect to an camera tube must properly perform three sepa,:ale Punc- 
&vention of I,eonard R. Wialiling 

Fiedl Nov. 5, 1943, Ser. No. 321,656 tions if high quality pictures are to be assured; i.e. 11 
9 a d s .  (a. 1~+--7.2) must ( I )  deiect the optically imaged light paderr%, ( 2 )  

electrically slore the the charge pattern produced by the 
This invention relates generally to television camera 10 Iight pattenl, and (3) amplify the current caused by 

systems and more particularly to means for automati- photoconduction. 
calfy adjusting system parameters in accordance with the In view of the necessity of adjusting the television 
amount of Iight available from the camera field of view camera system in accordance with the intensity of avail- 
in order to maintain a suitable range of contrast. able light, it is an object of the present invention lo pro- 

Various television camera tubes are known in the prior 15 vide control means for use in conjunction with television 
art and most are characterized by the inclusion of target camera tubes which means function to adjust system 
means which convert a light intensity pattern in the field parameters so as to prevent excessive excursions of video 
of view of the camera tube, to an electrically represented output signals even in the presence of extreme variations 
image. The image is capab!e of being read by a scan- in light intensity in the camera tube field of view. 
ning electron heam which coacts with the ,image to form 20 Between the development of video output signals repre- 
a modulated video output signal. Typical of such tele- s~n"Ltive of successive picture frames, i t is necessary 
vision camera tubes are the image orthicon tiibe and the when utilizing certain types of camera tubes to erase 
vidicon tube. Although the teachings of the inven- the charge pattern stored in the tube. In order to do this, 
tion herein are broadly app!icable to most any type of it is conventional practice to utilize an erase lamp for 
television camera tubes, principal attention herein will be 25 this purpose. The lamp is iIluminated in order to dear 
directed toward the vidicon tube, for exemplary purposes the camera tube of any stored charge. It  is essential. 
only. that the lamp be illuminated only for a period suscient 

In a vidicon camera tube, a charge density pattern rep- to clear the stored charge and not for a period which. 
resentative of the light intensity pattern in the field of would result in an overerased condition. Of course, the 
view, is formed by photoconduction on the target means 30 time duration which it is necessary to mainkair, the erase: 
of the tube. The target means includes a transparent lamp "on" depends on the light intensity level to which 
conductive film and a deposited photoconductive surface the target of the camera tube was exposed. Conse- 
adhered thereto and the charge density pattern is stored quently, it is an additional object of the pres,ent Invea.. 
on the photoconductive surface. In order to read the tion to provide control means for use in conjuriction with 
information in the pattern, an electron beam, usually con- 35 television camera tubes for adjusting the "on" time off 
sisting of low velocity electrons, is generated and caused an erase lamp. 
to sequentially trace scanning Iines, dispfaced from one Briefly, the invention herein is directed to means re- 
another, across the photoconductive surface. sponsive to video signals derived from a television camera 

Each element of the photoconductive surface is an in-. tube for maintaining the video output sijpal level within 
sulatoi- when not in the presence of light, but becomes 4° certain optimum limits even in the presence of exirenac 
slightly conductive when illuminated from the fie!d of variations in the light intensity derived frona !.he camera 
view through the transparent conductive film. That is, tube field of view. Regulation of the video output sig- 
when light strikes the image (transparent conductive film) nal is effected by varying a scale factor relatirig the light 
side of the target, the e!ements in the photoconductive intensity to the level of the video output signal. 
surface become slightiy conductive so that the side thereof 4 j  ln a first embodiment of the invention, the scale factor 
remote from the conductive film becomes slightly more is by controlling the gain of a vidicon teibe. ~~b~ 
positive, rising toward the potential on the conductive film is by establishing a on 
because of the lowered resistance of the photoconductive conductive film vJhose is determinec;i in accord- 
surface. The greater the light intensity incident on any ance with the state of a bi-directional ~b~ 
part of the transparent conductive film, the more positive counter is either incremented or decremented or no,l 
the side of the photoconductive surface element remote changed at the end of each picture frame dependent 
from the transparent conductive film becomes. As a re- whether the peak highlight in the frame is above, below, 
sult., the photoconductive surface develops a positive or a range. ~h~ ,,ideo signal is 
charge pattern, corresponding to the pictu~e elements of integrated picture elements so that the intc- 
the optical image. As this image is scanned by the eke- 55 time is suficiently long to discriminate against 
tron beam, electrons in the beam striking the target are randonl noise signals and sufficiently short to 
deposited until the potential on the photoconductive sur- peak frame highlight. 
face is reduced to the voltage of the cathodz supplying In ;? second embodiment of the invention, in lieu of can- 
the beam' /%' al% deposited on the trolling the scale factor by varying the target pote~ltiat in 
photoconductive surface to neutralize its positive charge, 60 accordance with the connter state, the scale factor is con- capacitive signal current flows through the target circuit trolled by varying the time thc tube target is exposed is 
load resistance connected between the e!ectron beam the of view. time is varied by varying 
source (cathode) and the conductive fi!m. the speed at which a shuttcr, positioned between the cam- 

AS the illumination level on the vidicon camera tube era tubc target and the field of view, operates. 
target is increased and approaches the saturation level, it 
is necessary to reduce the potcctial on the transparent The novcl fcaturcs that are considxed characteristic of 

conductive film in order to avcid picture smearing and tl~isiiiveniion are sct forth with particularity in the ap- 

pattern instabilities by the high pended claims. The invention itself both as to its orlgii- 
current through the photoconductitie surf3ce, Col,- nizatjoil and method of operation, as well a:; additiond 
versely, for low levels of illumination. the target current objects and advantages thereof, will best bc undcrstocid 
and hence thc conductive film potentia!. should bs high 70 from the following description when read in coi~ncciiora 
in order to obtain the best signal-to-noise ratio. Pn the with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
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FIGURE P is a schematic diagram of a conventional the resistor 46 and the conductive Iilm 34. The electron 

vidicon camera tube; beam is switched either on or off by one of the control 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic block diagram of a first em- grids which is represented by the switch 50. 

bodirnent of the present invention; and As indicated, a video output signal is developed by 
F E U R E  3 is a schematic block diagram of a second 5 means connected to the load resistor 46 such that the mag- 

emborfimcnt of the present invention. nitude of the video output signal increases as the light 
Attention is now directed to  FIGURE 1 which illus- intensity incident on the conductive film 34 increases. 

trates a television camera system utilizing a vidicon cam- The video output signal is respectively coupled through 
era tube B0. In addition to the vidicon camer tube 10, first and second sampler gates 52 and 54 to first and sec- 
a shutter apparatus 12 is provided to enable the vidicon 10 ond integrator circuits 54 and 58. The outputs of the 
camera tube to be selectively exposed to a subject in the integrator circuits 56 and 58 are respectively coupled to 
fieid of view, and an optical lens apparatus 14 utilized for first and second decision elements QO and 62, each of 
properly focusing tbe subject with respect to  the vidicon which can comprise a threshold flip-flop. The output of 
tube. the decision element 60 is connected to an incrementing 

The vidicon camera tube includes a substantially cylin- 15 input terminal of a bi-directional counter 64 and the 
da;_cal glass envelope 14 having a cathode 18 positioned output of the decision element 62 is connected to the 
therein for generating an electron beam. A h t  grid 20 decrementing input terminal of the bi-directional counter 
is provided for controlling the Z axis of the tube (frame 64. The counter 44 is a multi-stage counter having a 
timing logic] and a second grid 22 is provided for accel- plurality of output terminals. A true output signal is 
esating the electrons provided by the cathode 18. In ad- 20 applied to a different output terminal for each state which 
dition, a focusing coil 24 and electron beam alignment coil the counter 64 can possibly assume. Each of the counter 
26 are generally provided in conventional vidicon tubes. output terminals is connected to the cathode of a dzer-  
Further, vertical arid horizontal deflection coils 28, con- ent diode 64. The anode of each diode 66 is connected to 
neckd to a scanning means 30, surround the glass enve- a tap connected to a different point on a voltage divider 
Hope 16 and functions to cause the electron beam provided 25 network 68 and through a resistor 69 to the anode of a 
by cathode 18 to trace a scanning raster with respect to  different diode 48. In operation all of the output terrni- 
a target  electrode 32, The target electrode 32 consists nals of the counter 64, except one, are at  a potential ap- 
o l  a trmsparent c13nductive film 34 positioned adjacent proximately equal to ground. The one terminal identi- 
the inner sufhace of a glass face plate 36. A photocon- fied by the counter state will be at a high potential which 
ductive surface 38 is adhered to the conductive film on 30 will thereby cause the potential at the voltage divider tap 
the side thereof remote from the glass face plate. In associated therewith to be applied to the film 34. 
addition, the vidicon tube is usually provided wtih third In the operation of the embedment of FIGURE 2, the 
and fourth grids 40 and 42 utilized for focusing the beam. video output signal is continuously sampled during suc- 
As previously noted, the vidicon camera tube functions cessive periods, each period comprising an interval in 

to provide a video output signal carrying information rep- 35 which the electron beam of the camera tube is able to scan 
resentative of the light intensity pattern in the field of over several picture elements. The integrator circuits 56 
view to which the vidicon tube target is exposed. That and 58 integrate the video output signal over this several 
is, when the shutter apparatus 12 permits a light inten- picture element period. The integration occurs continu- 
sity pallelm to fall on the target electrode 32, the resistance ously throughout a full frame readout lime, i.e. the time 
of elements on the photoconductive surface 34 exposed to 40 required for the electron beam to trace a full scanning 
alumination, will decrease signiticantly. S a positive po- raster with respect to the target electrode 32. The in- 
tential is applied to the conductive iilm 34, the electron tegration establishes one of three conditions: namely, 
beam current will be greater when, in ti-acing its scanning that the video output signal is either normal, too high, or 
raster, it terrainate:$ on an element having a reduced re- too low. The integration time of the video signal as 
istance. Consequently, the electron beam current is 45 noted, covers several picture elements which time is suff- 
modulated by the l~hotoconducrive image formed on the ciently short to determine the peak highlight in a given 
surface 38, which constitutes an electrical representation frame, while it is sufficiently long to discriminate against 
of the light intensity pattern in the field of view of the random noise signals. The flip-flop decision elements 60 
camera tube. The modulation of the electron beam cur- and 62 are operated by the frame logic signals at the end 
rent can be sensed by m e a s ~ g  the signal variation in a 50 of each frame to determine whether in fact the video sig- 
b a d  resistor connected in series between the conductive nal was normal, too high, or too low. If the signal was 
am.: voltage souru: and the cathode 18. I t  should be too high, ihe decision element 60 provides an output 
apparent that if a 1zonstan2 voltage is applied to the con- signal which functions to  increment the bi-directional 
ductive a m  34, the light intensity in the camer tube field counter. On the other hand, if the video output s i m l  
of view is related to the magnitude of the video output 55 was too low, the decision element 62 decrements the bi- 
signal derived across the load resistor by some constant directional counter 64. The state of the counter of coume 
scale factor. I[n accordance with the invention herein, determines the potential applied to  the conductive Bm 

order to  m&Qin the video output signal level in an 34. That is, if the light intensity to  which the camera 
op~munr ranp ,  the: scale factor relating the light intensity tube is exposed is high, the gain of the camera tube is 
to the video outjut: signal magnihilde is varied as a func- 60 preferably relatively low or in other words the potential 
tion of Ihc light intensity. applied to the film 34 should be low. On the other hand, 

Consider the embodirnent of the invention shown when the light intensity incident on the camera tube target 
in B;BOUW 2 in which the circuit 4 1  represents the is low, the potential applied to  the film 34 should be 
e q ~ v a l e n t  vidicon electron beam circuit, the equivalent relatively high. Thus, it should be realized that the em- 
circuit having l u m p d  constants in place of &distributed 65 bodiment of FIGURE 2 functions to modify the scale 
values. The circuit constants consist of a parallel com- factor between the light intensity incident on the camera 
bination of capacitmce $3 and resistance 04 connected in tube and the video output signal magnitude developed as 
series with a load resistance 46 and the electron beam 48. a function of that light intensity. 
The resistance 48 is illustrated as being connected to a In several types of camera tubes, it is necessary to erase 
source of refemnce potential, as ground, which represents 70 information stored on the photoconductive surface 34 be- 
the source of potenlial to  which the cathode of the vidicon tween frames. Erasure is usually a c c o ~ l i s h e d  by illu- 
tube of lFTGURE I is connected. m e  resistor 46 is con- minating an erase lamp 70 for an interval s&cient to  
necled lo  the conductive fila~ 34. A source of potential, erase any stored information but insuacient to overerase 
schematically illustrated as the output of an Or gate com- such idormation. Of course, if the camera tube is ex- 
pPised of &odes 49 is comected to the junction between 75 posed to higher intensity light, the erase lamp 70 must 
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be iPIuminated for a longer period, to permit it to fully ing a transparent conductrve 5lri1, and sa,a fce-iuac~ 
erase the photoconductive surface 38, thcn BE thc surface means includes means for applying a diRcrent potei.;ia= 
had been exposed to relatively low intensity Iight. In  to said conductive film In response to each d~Kerent slate 
order to vary the erase Iamp "on" time in accordance with of sald counter. 
the light intensity incident on the tube target, each counter 5 3. The combination of claim 1 wher cnn sard carnerz. 
output terminat is connected to the input of a different tnbe has a target acd a shutter is positioned acijacent s a d  
delay multivibrator 72. Consequently, in response to the target; and said feedback rneans inclbdrs means lor 07- 

one of the conduct output tcrminais displaying a high crating said shutter at n dlEerent speed nil iespwrisz :a 
potential, an associated delay multivibrator 72 will be each different state of said counter. 
switched to its unstable siate for a period determined by 4. The combination of claim 1 wI-,-rs>n said ca.7: L 

its circuit parameters. Thus. for each state o l  the bi- tube lncludes a targct on which is genci.:ttea, an elcctr,c,' 4 
directional counter 64, thc erase lamp 798 \.ill  be turned rcprcscnted linage representative of the izgrit lniers~ty slat- 
on at the end of each frame for a period whose duration tern Ir s d ~ d  fieid of vlew; means for ca,is,ng an cicctrei 
is determined by the state of the counter. beam to scan across said ~mage lo generate a video OP~L~?L: 

Attention is now called to the second erilbodimene of 15 signal modulated in accordance ~~ir11 the charac'icris~ics 
the invention illustrated in FIGURE 3. It should be of said image; and means for integratirig jaxd video ori~.p 2.. 

apparent at this point that the nature o i  the control ap- s!gnaI over periods which are su%cies,lly short Yo thereof 
paratus introduced herein involves modifying the scale represent said peak output signal level and s u f i n e ~ t b  
factor between the light intensity and the video output long to discriminate against random noisi: shgnais. 
signal in response to excursions of the video output signal. 20 5. The combination of cialm 1 wherein said camex 
The embodiment of FIGURE 3 is substantially ~dentica: tube includes a target on whrch ts generated an eiecfriczliy 
to that of FIGURE 2 except however that in lieu of ~r,odi- represented image reprcsentatrve of the light intensity pat- 
fying the gain of the camera tube, as by applying a d:f- tern in said field of view; erase lamp rrkeans for erasrog 
ferent source potential to the film 54, the shutter appara- said image from said target; and means responc,ike  he^ 

tus 12 is operated at difierent speeds dependent upon the 25 each slate of said counter for actuating said erase lamp 
state of the bi-directional counter. Thus, the scale factor means for different durations. 
between the field of view light intensity and' the rnagnl- 6. Televisron camera apparatur including a earncra 
tude of the video output signal is varied by rr,o&fylng tube having a target exposed to a field of view and being 
the time duration dunng which the camera tube target 1s responsive to a light intensity pattern In said field of vncw 
exposed to the field of view. The latter embodiment cf 30 for generating an electrically represeiited image reFre- 
the invention shown in FIGURE 3 1s extremely advan- scntative of said light ~ntensity pattern, means for gen- 
tageous inasmuch as it enables the teachings of the invcn- erating an electron beam and for causing s a d  beam to 
tion to be applied equally as well to all types of camera successively trace a frame of scanning lines, displaced 
tubes regardless of whether or not 111e garn of ihe cube from one another, across said image, each of s a d  scan- 
is easily controllable. ITne embodiment of FIGURE 2 35 ning lines traversing very many picture elements; mca;ls 
of course depends upon controlling the camera tube gain. responsive to said beam scanning said mage for aev-1- 

From the foregoing, it should be apparent that a con- oping a video output signal modri2aiea by saad tmagc 
trol system has been disclosed herein for uti!ization with means for continuaPly integrating said viclco outpui seg- 
television camera systems which control system func- "31 over several picture elements *LO develop a peak ont- 
lions to automatically adlust the camera system for varia- 40 Put signaI; decision element means for compariilg the 
eions in field of view lrght intensihcs, As zn example magnitude of said peak Output slgnai once each frame 
of experimental results achieved through the use of the with the magnitude of first and second threshold :,ignals 
present invention, the level of a camera tubc video output a bi-directional counter; and rneans for rnsmmenti ng saic 
signal has been maintained within a 2 to 6 voIt range over whenever the magnitude of said f l a k  otLi!,kF 
a 64 to 1 variation in frame highbghts, without m y  loss 45 signal exceeds the magnitude of said frsi threshold srgnal 
of sensitivity or picture smearing. and for decrernenting said counter wileaever the mzgnn- 

What is claimed is: tude of said peak output signal is below :he magnitude of 
1. In combination with a television camera tnbe which said signal- 

provides a video output signal whose voltage level is pro- 7. The apparatus of ciaim 6 wherein the magnitude oips 
portionateIy to the light intensity available from 50 said video output signal is related by a propofiioaate scale 
the camera mbe field of view by a scale factor, means factor to the Iight intensity pattern in said field of vjepJu.. 

for limiting extreme voltage excursions of said outpu( sig- and means for varying said scale factor in response to Ec 

nal even in the presence of extreme variations in said li&t Sate of said 

intensity, said means including a bi-directional counter; 8. The apparatus of claim 7 whereiri said means in; 
means responsive to the peak output signal ievel in sue- 55 varying said scale factor includes rneans for varyr~ng the 
cessive time periods for incrernenting said counter for gain of said camera tube- 
each period in which said peak output exceeds a 9. The aPParatlas of Claim 7 wherein said means for 
first threshold level and for decrementing said counter for v a ~ i n &  said scale factor includes a shutter p7c~si(tawd 
each period in which said peak output signal is below a adjacent said tube target; and rneans for operating s a d  

second Lhreshold level; and feedback. means responsive 60 shutter at a speed determined by the state of said mnn&rr 
to each state of said counter for esbblishing a different No references cited. 
scale factor. 

2. The combination of daim B wherein said camera DAm G- mDmAuGH9 Pn'mav Emminer* 

tube comprises a vidicon having a target element incIud- I. McRUGH, Assistmt Exami~zea. 
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